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ABSTRACT

A multi-purpose symbolic system which can
describe all of the mouth shapes conveying various
kinds of linguistic information in signing, speech
dialogue, and speechreading is developed, taking
account of the constraints of anatomical structure
and neural control and the possibility of visual
discrimination. In order to make the changes in the
three-dimensional shape of lips, the changes are
described by four scales, namely, upward and
downward heights and lateralward width of the
opening of the lips, and forward and backward
depths of the corners and centers. Then, the space
which is composed by those scales is divided into
visually discriminable parts.

1. PURPOSE

Previously, the authors proposed a symbolic
descriptive system for facial expression conveying
linguistic information [1]. In that symbolic system,
conditions of each part concerned with facial
expression (eyelids, eye direction, eyebrows,
nostrils, mouth, chin and head) were described by a
combination of symbols for the parts and their
conditions. The correspondence between the facial
expressions and the linguistic information are
consistent in the traditional sign language, and this
fact was utilized for constructing a framework of
that symbolic system. Therefore, mouth shapes were
described by only seven kinds of symbols, namely,
widely opened, narrowed, closed, lips protruded (in
two steps), and corners pulled laterally (in two
steps) from the neutral condition in frontal view.

In addition to the mouth shapes of facial expressions
in sign language, the mouth shapes which
accompany the speech production are used in
speechreading. The mouth shapes supplement usual
speech dialogue as a part of facial expressions. They
are also important factors for conveying  linguistic
information. Therefore, it is necessary to extend the
symbolic system to a more detailed one, so that all
of these changes in three-dimensional shapes of the
lips can be specified and reconstructed.

In this study, taking account of both constraints by
the anatomical structure and neural control of the
mouth and the possibility of visual discrimination, a
multi-purpose symbolic system for mouth shapes

which includes all the linguistic information is
developed.

2. MOUTH MOVEMENT

2.1. Constraints

The mouth shapes referred to in this paper are three-
dimensional contours of inside and outside of the
lips (upper and lower lips). They are determined,
under constraints by anatomical structure and neural
control, by the actions of the jaw while opening and
closing and actions of lips while changing shapes.

2.2. Opening and Closing of the Jaw

In the opening and closing of the jaw, the angle
around the joint is changed according to the degree
of contraction in muscle groups for opening or
closing.

2.3. Changing the Shapes of the Lips

The contraction of the orbicularis oris muscle,
which draws upper lip upward, lower lip downward,
and both lips forward and inward, is a main action in
changing the shapes of the lips. In addition to this
muscle, there are six kinds of muscles in the upper
lip (caput angulare, levator labii superioris,
zygomaticus minor, triangularis labii superioris,
zygomaticus major, and resorius) and five kinds of
muscles in the lower lip (triangularis labii
infoerioris, baccinator, platysma, depressor labii
inferioris, and levator labii inferioris). They are
divided by their function into the muscle groups
which draw upper lip upward, lower lip downward,
and both lips outward and forward. Some muscles
among them work for the corners of the lips
especially [2].

2.4. Roles of the lips

The most basic roles of lips are to open to take foods
in, to protrude to suck liquid, and to close while
masticating. But finer changes of shape can be
controlled when the lips are applied for the utterance
of speech. Pulling the corners of the lips laterally is
an additional role for communication.
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE SHAPES

3.1. Frontal View

A projection of the three-dimensional lip contours
onto the frontal plane can be approximated to
quadratic curves [4]. Consequently, the opening area
of the lips is proportional to the multiple of the
height in upward and downward direction, and the
width in lateral direction.

3.2. Lateral View

The acoustic properties of the vowels are
determined by the effective acoustic tube whose
cross-sectional area and length correspond to the lip
opening and depth on a mid-sagittal plane. The
effective acoustic tube becomes longer if the lips are
protruded and shorter if the corners of the lips are
drawn backward. For this purpose, the position of
the lips on a mid-sagittal plane and the corners of
the lips must be described as the projections to the
lateral view.

3.3. Thickness of the Lips

Thickness of the lips is a part of the visual
information of the mouth shapes. The inside and
outside contours of the upper and lower lips are a
necessary part of the description.

3.4. Scales Necessary for Description

The contours of inside and outside of the upper and
lower lips deviate from the quadratic curves and
show individual difference, if observed precisely.
However, when four kinds of scales, namely, the
upward and downward height, the lateral width of
the opening of the lips, and the depth of the corners
and centers are given, and the constraints by the
anatomical structure and neural control are utilized,
the three-dimensional shape of the lips can be
described uniquely. The thickness of the lips can be
described in the same way.

4. MOUTH SHAPE OF VOWELS

The number of vowels in a phonetic system varies
with each language, from the fewest of three to more
than ten kinds in English and many European
languages. However, the basic three categories [ι, α,
υ] exist in most of the languages.

4.1. Japanese

In Japanese, there are five kinds of vowels [ι, ε, α,
ο, υ]. Parts of three basic vowels [ι, α, υ] are
subdivided, but the five Japanese vowels are
considered to be a standard vowel system for this
study. These are discriminable among each other, if
the conditions of speechreading are reasonable [5].

Consequently, there are also five kinds of visemes
corresponding to them.

4.2. English

In the system that supplements insufficient
information in speechreading by manual codes in
the training of understanding English speech for
hearing impaired children, it is supposed that only
three steps of opening (wide, medium and small)
can be discriminated [6, 7]. In order to discriminate
each vowel, protrusion of the lips and widening of
the corners laterally can be combined, in addition to
the three steps of opening.

5. MOUTH SHAPE OF CONSONANTS

5.1. Discriminable Groups

Change of the mouth shapes which accompany
utterance of consonants can be discriminated into
groups of bilabial plosives [π, β] and nasal [µ],
labio-dentals (lower lip and upper teeth) [φ, ϖ], and
dental-alveo fricatives (tip of tongue between the
upper and lower teeth) [Τ, ∆] [8]. The place of
articulation of those consonants is in the frontal part,
common to Japanese, English, and European
languages [9].

Furthermore, if the lighting and looking angle
conditions of speechreading are reasonable, the
group of dental-alveo plosive (upper teeth and tip of
tongue)[τ, δ] and nasal [ν], group of alveolar
fricatives [σ, ζ], and group of Japanese flapped [λ]
in some cases can be discriminated. However, this is
not definite because the lip shapes are modified by
complicated concatenation rules depending on
preceding and following vowels.

In some other cases where the upper and lower teeth
or the tip and rear side of tongue can be seen, they
are utilized as clues in discriminating mouth shapes.

5.2. Transient Movement

Japanese semivowels [ω, ψ] are accompanied by the
characteristic change to following vowel. By using
this as clue, they can be discriminated. For various
consonants, too, transient movement peculiar to
articulation is also useful for discrimination of
mouth shapes.

6. LINGUISTIC INFORMATION

6.1. Sign Language

Both traditional style and synchronous with speech
style are used in sign language. Changes of the
mouth shapes in synchronous sign language utilize
changes of the mouth shapes accompanied by
utterance, and they are exaggerated if necessary. In



the traditional sign language, on the other hand,
changes of the mouth shapes, which have no relation
to speaking, are used to supplement linguistic
information which is conveyed by hand and finger
actions.

The kinds of mouth shapes in the Japanese
traditional sign language which are commonly used
by many speakers all over the country are as follows
[10, 11]. The mouth is open wide, medium, or
narrow.  The lips  protrude or the corners are pulled
laterally, each in two steps.

Details of awareness of kinds of mouth shapes differ
from speaker to speaker. The kinds of mouth shapes
are categorized into actions of the tip of tongue,
actions of puffing the cheeks, and actions of pushing
inside of the cheek with the tip of tongue [12].

6.2. Speech Dialogue

For the mouth shapes utilized for supplementing
usual speech dialogue as a part of facial expressions,
actions such as one step further opened, retracted, or
protruded than the normal utterance are also used for
this purpose.

7. A SYMBOLIC SYSTEM

A space which is composed of the four kinds of
scales -- height in upward and downward direction,
lateral width of the opening of the lips, and depth of
the corners and centers -- is divided into visually
discriminable fields. A multi-purpose symbolic
descriptive system for mouth shapes is developed,
based on consideration of both constraints by
anatomical structure and neural control and
possibility of visual distinction mentioned above.

7.1. Vowel Articulation

An empirical formula for a standard speaker is used
to convert four kinds of scales into substantial
shapes of the upper and lower lips.

Each of the heights in the upper and lower parts of
the opening of the mouth is derived from the height
of the opening of the mouth projected to the frontal
view.

On each plane that includes the corners of the lips
and the centers on a mid-sagittal plane, these points
are connected by a quadratic curve.

Outside contours of each of the upper and lower lips
are derived by combining the lateral width projected
to the frontal view. They are then projected to the
lateral view.

In many cases in normal conversation, the mouth is
seen not straight from the front, but from a
somewhat lateral angle.

7.2. Symbols

Height of the center of the opening area of the lip:

It is assumed that the height of the center of the
opening area of the lips can be distinguished into
two steps or high and low. [α] is included in high
(symbol MO+), [ε] is on the neutral boundary
(MO0), and [ι, ο, υ] is included in low (MO-)
among five Japanese vowels used as a standard in
this study.

Width of the corners of the lips:

As for the width of the corners of the lips, it is
assumed that one step from neutral toward the
lateral side (for [ι]. LW-), and further one step
(LW--) for expressions by mouth shapes in signing
and speech dialogue can be distinguished, making
the lip shapes of [ε] and [α, ο, υ] in the frontal view
neutral (LW0).

When the corners of the lips widen laterally, they
move backward. The depth can be derived from the
width based on their anatomical structure.

Protrusion of the lips:

Inside center of the upper and lower lips protrude
one step for [ο, υ] (LP+) from neutral shape (LP0),
including [ε] and [α, ι], and protrude further one
step (LP++) for the facial expressions by mouth
shapes. It is assumed that they can be distinguished
among each other.

Visually discriminable fields of the space consisting
of the scales describing the three-dimensional lip
shape on the framework of vowel articulation are
shown in Figure 1. Visually discriminable changes
in the mouth shape, categorized by the framework of
consonant articulation (IPA), are shown in Figure 2.

7.3. Reconstruction of the Mouth Shapes

A symbolic system proposed here for the mouth
shapes, which are accompanied by articulation and
used in speechreading,  the mouth shapes conveying
linguistic information in speech dialogue and
signing, and their mutual relationship are
summarized in Table 1. The mouth shapes are
divided into two categories; namely, steady shape
and with transient change. Each of the categories is
subdivided into two categories depending on
whether they associate with articulation or not.
Visemes are assigned to all of the mouth shapes, and
their symbolic description is devised.

In the process of reconstructing the mouth shapes,
the symbols (or the visemes) are converted into
parameters which determine the three dimensional
shapes of the inside and outside of the upper and
lower lips. They are derived by looking up a basic
table of the parameters and formalizing the



anatomical and neural constraints. Then, for the
series of visemes,  concatination rules are applied to
realize the dynamic movements of the three
dimensional shapes.

7.4. Symbols for the Hand Shapes

The symbolic descriptive system for the mouth
shapes takes a parallel method with the proposal of
symbolic descriptive systems for general hand and
finger operations by using sign language as  research
material of the authors [13, 14].
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Figure 1: Visually discriminable parts of the space consisted of the scales describing the three-dimensional lip shape on the
framework of vowel articulation.

Figure 2: Visually discriminable changes in the mouth shape, categorized by the framework of consonant articulation (IPA)



MOUTH SHAPE                                                    VISEME  SYMBOL(PARAMETER)
                                        

STEADY SHAPE

VOWEL ARTICULATION

THE MOUTH SHAPE OF α MO+ LW0 (LB0)   LP0 α α α
EACH OF THE FIVE VOWELS ε MO0 LW0 (LB0) LP0 ε ε ε

ο MO0 LW0 (LB0) LP+ ο ο ο
υ MO- LW0 (LB0) LP+ υ υ υ

 ι MO- LW- (LB-) LP0 ι ι ι
OTHER THAN ARTICULATION    SPEECHREADING

α WIDELY OPENED α’
MO++ LW0 (LB0)   LP0 α’ α’

CLOSED π MO-- LW0 (LB0) LP0 π π
ο STRONGLY PROTRUDED ο’

MO0 LW0 (LB0) LP++ ο’ ο’

υ STRONGLY PROTRUDED υ’
MO- LW0 (LB0) LP++ u’ u’

ι  STRONGLY PULLED LATTERALLY ι’
MO- LW -- (LB--) LP0 ι’ ι’

THE CORNERS PULLED DOWNWARD ι’’
MO-- LW -- (LB--) LP0    SPEECH DIALOGUE ι’’

CLOSED AND PROTRUDED UPWARD ο’’
MO-- LW0 (LB0) LPu++ ο’’

CLOSED AND PROTRUDED υ’’
MO-- LW0 (LB0) LP++ υ’’

THE LOWER LIP PROTRUDED ω’
MO-- LW0 (LB0) LPl++ ω’

          SIGNING (TRADITIONAL)

WITH TRANSIENT CHANGE

CONSONANT AND SEMI-VOWEL ARTICULATION

CLOSED π MO-- LW0 (LB0)   LP0 π π
υ πη MO- LW0 (LB0) LP+ πη
υ α  ω MO- LW0 (LB0) LP+ ω
THE UPPER TEETH TO THE LOWER LIP φ TL φ
THE TONGUE TIP FROM THE ALVEOLAR τ TS τ
THE TONGUE FLAPPED ρ TF ρ
THE TONGUE TIP PUT BETWEEN THE TEETH τη TT τη
THE TONGUE TIP TO THE ALVEOLAR σ TA σ
THE TONGUE TIP TO THE HARD-PALATE ση TP ση
ι χη MO- LW- (LB-) LP0 χη
ι α, υ, ο ϕ MO- LW- (LB-) LP0 ϕ
OTHER THAN ARTICULATION                       SPEECHREADING

CLOSED MOUTH OPENED SLOWLY π’
MO--  MO+ π’

CLOSED MOUTH OPENED RAPIDLY π’’
MO--  MO++ π’’

                             SIGNING (TRADITIONAL)

Table 1: A symbolic system for the mouth shapes which are accompanied by articulation and used in speechreading, and the mouth
shapes conveying linguistic information in speech dialogue and signing, and their mutual relationship.


